Plates and __ can be made from paper and specially coated
Most junk __ is just paper waiting to be recycled
Wood is chipped and treated with chemicals to create __
Paper __ is less durable, but more convenient than coins
Writing paper with lines: wide or college __
Fast-growing varieties of __ are perfect for paper production
Cardboard __ can be used for mailing posters or even concrete forms
Some higher-quality papers include __ for strength and durability
You might find these stuck to your car at the mall
__ notes are perfect for leaving reminders
These signs use large sheets of paper or vinyl
If you add __ and a cover, a stack of paper becomes a book
Large sheets of paper for movie advertisements or decoration
Do your part to __ so fewer trees are needed
The obvious use for paper
__ cards are made of thin card stock
The __ age brought the idea of a paperless office; we’re still waiting
__-__ cartons are made from plastic to hold burgers and fries
Laser and ink-jet __ make it easier to produce documents
Important business documents may need to be __ before recycling
Both the __ and gift tags of a present are made from paper
Paper __ can be a classroom distraction
Wall or desktop __ come in an array of sizes and topics
About as structural as paper can get
You'll need to lick these before you use them
__ use thin glossy paper and so much ink they can be hard to recycle
Many kinds of __ are made from plastic or paper
These are printed on thin paper, but some are distributed online